Using synchronization between observations and a model with undetermined parameters is a natural way to complete the specification of the model. The quality of the synchronization, a cost function to be minimized, typically is evaluated by a least squares difference between the data time series and the model time series. If the coupling between the data and the model is too strong, this cost function is small for any data and any model and the variation of the cost function with respect to the parameters of interest is too small to permit selection of an optimal value of the parameters. We introduce two methods for balancing the competing desires of a small cost function for the quality of the synchronization and the numerical ability to determine parameters accurately. One method of "balanced" synchronization adds to the synchronization cost function a requirement that the conditional Lyapunov exponent of the model system, conditioned on being driven by the data remain negative but small in magnitude. The other method allows the coupling between the data and the model to vary in time according to the error in synchronization. This method succeeds because the data and the model exhibit generalized synchronization in the region where the parameters of the model are well determined. Examples are explored which have deterministic chaos with and without noise in the data signal.
I. INTRODUCTION
Estimating parameters in a nonlinear dynamical model, given observed data, is an important aspect of developing predictive models of physical and biological systems ͓1-10͔. Setting aside the issues of noise and experimental errors in acquiring the data and errors in the models themselves, one still has a significant challenge in estimating these parameters, especially when the dynamical behavior can be chaotic. As we recall below, the presence of positive Lyapunov exponents in this setting means that the numerical evaluation of a cost function representing parameter estimation quality, often a least squares metric, may suffer from sensitive dependence on initial conditions ͓11,12͔.
There have been a few investigations into the use of synchronization between the source of the experimental data and the model system, and these have shown substantial promise in successfully performing the desired model parameter estimation ͓6,7,9,10,13,14͔. We will examine a class of such proposed synchronization methods for this problem and show that they suffer other deficiencies when the coupling, which we generically call K, between the observations and the model is too large. When K is large, synchronization is dictated by the manner of driving the model with the data, so the estimation metric is small. When K is too small, the data and the model do not synchronize, and information is not passed precisely between the data and the model whose parameters we wish to determine ͓6͔. When K is too large, the desired sharp minimum in the estimation metric as a function of the parameters is removed.
In this paper we explore two methods for balancing these desired properties: small estimation metric for determining model parameter values and automatic synchronization of model and data signals without a loss of parameter estimation capability. We seek a balance between these behaviors, and we call the general method "balanced synchronization."
The problem we address can be cast into the following format. We imagine there is a physical or biological system whose state is determined by the N-dimensional vector x͑t͒ = ͓x 1 ͑t͒ , x 2 ͑t͒ , ... ,x N ͑t͔͒, where measurements are made on the system at time intervals . Starting with some initial time t 0 , measurements are made at times t 0 + m; m =0,1,2, ... , M, resulting in observations x͑m͒ = x͑t 0 + m͒. We assume this sampling is adequate to determine the frequencies of importance in the operation of the system of interest: is small enough and M is large enough.
One component of the state is now measured and stored for use in determining parameters in a model describing the physics of interest. This could be an arbitrary scalar function of the system's state h͓x͑t͔͒ but we will take it as one of the state variables itself, namely, x 1 ͑t͒. The other N − 1 state variables u͑t͒ = ͓x 2 ͑t͒ , x 3 ͑t͒ , ... ,x N ͑t͔͒ are unobserved. If they were, the analysis would proceed in a parallel fashion to what we present here.
The observed ͑or "driver"͒ system satisfies the differential equations dx 1 ͑t͒ dt = F 1 "x 1 ͑t͒,u͑t͒,p…, du͑t͒ dt = G"x 1 ͑t͒,u͑t͒,p…, ͑1͒
where the vector fields F 1 ͑¯͒ and G͑¯͒ are presumed known, and the trajectories x͑t͒ = ͓x 1 ͑t͒ , u͑t͔͒ are determined by the initial conditions x͑t 0 ͒ and the P parameters p = ͓p 1 , p 2 , ... , p P ͔.
The time series information x 1 ͑t͒ ͑the "data"͒ is now passed to the receiver system which is our model for the process describing the observations. For this paper we take this model to be precisely that used in generating the data, so we know the dynamics, but assume we do not know the parameters q = ͓q 1 , q 2 , ... ,q P ͔ of the receiver ͑the model͒. The state of the receiver is given by y͑t͒ = ͓y 1 ͑t͒ , y 2 ͑t͒ , ... , y N ͑t͔͒ = ͓y 1 ͑t͒ , v͑t͔͒. Without coupling to the data our model satisfies
and we seek to determine the q given a times series x 1 ͑t͒ ͓5͔.
For this purpose, we couple the receiver system to the input signal x 1 ͑t͒ using
Had the signal h͓x͑t͔͒ been measured, the coupling term would have been K͕h͓x͑t͔͒ − h͓y͑t͔͖͒ ͓5͔. The idea is that for some range of K the receiver ͑model͒ will synchronize to the data y 1 ͑t͒Ϸx 1 ͑t͒, and this synchronization will be "most accurate" when we vary the parameters in the model and achieve q = p ͓6͔. The synchronization we consider here is "identity" synchronization which assumes that we know the model vector field ͓F 1 ͑¯͒ , G͑¯͔͒ exactly, that it matches the dynamics of the data source exactly, and that only the particular parameters p utilized in generating the data are not known. We will proceed with this scenario while acknowledging that this is unlikely to precisely be the case in practice. Instead we will have measured some quantity, call it x 1 ͑t͒, and have done our best to determine a model vector field-or differential equations-and wish to establish the parameters of that model. Further, we generally assume there is no uncertainty in either the data, expressed as noise in the data or inaccuracies in the measurements, or in the model. Our point of view is that the exploration we report here will be the starting point for more realistic situations where these and other complications, such as the model being wrong, are present. In two cases we explore the sensitivity of the methods to noise in the signal x 1 ͑t͒ transmitted from the data to the model.
Moving beyond these cautionary remarks, we need a principle to assist in estimating the q. A natural choice similar to that used in Ref. ͓6͔ is a least squares criterion involving minimizing the cost function
͑4͒
where we have made explicit the dependence of the receiver ͑model͒ solution on the parameters q. t = t 0 + m as above.
The minimization involves seeking a zero of
for ␣ =1,2, ... , P. The q giving these zeros will be our estimate of the model parameters q needed to match the settings p of the data source. Formally we also desire that the P ϫ P matrix
is positive definite. where D · F is the N ϫ N Jacobian matrix
of the model dynamics, and the matrix involving K is also N ϫ N with only the upper left diagonal element nonzero. F͑y͒ is the total N-dimensional vector field F͑y͒ = (F 1 ͑y 1 , v͒ , G͑y 1 , v͒). We need to face the issue of stability as the eigenvalues of the Jacobian D · F͑y͒ iterated along the orbit y͑t͒ may have positive conditional Lyapunov exponents; conditioned on the driving signal x 1 ͑t͒. These are found in the usual way by concatenating products of the matrices D · F(y͑t͒) − K and relying on the Oseledec theorem to assure us of the existence of the eigenvalues of the iterated product. If there are positive conditional Lyapunov exponents, then the synchronization manifold y 1 ͑t͒ = x 1 ͑t͒ is not stable to small perturbations, and the evaluation of the derivatives of the cost function ͑5͒ is numerically quite uncertain ͓8,11,12͔.
The conditional Lyapunov exponents, however, can be made negative by increasing the magnitude of K. When the largest conditional Lyapunov exponent has become negative, then the synchronization manifold is stable to small perturbations, and evaluating the derivatives of the cost function is straightforward.
As K becomes large, the term K(x 1 ͑t͒ − y 1 ͑t͒) dominates the right-hand side of the evolution equation for y 1 ͑t͒ unless x 1 ͑t͒ − y 1 ͑t͒Ϸ 1 K or smaller. As this happens, all the derivatives in Eq. ͑5͒ approach zero, and we have little numerical variation of the derivatives as functions of the parameters q. Simply stated the minimum we seek of the cost function becomes so flat in q space it is numerically extremely difficult to locate. So as we tame the numerical instability associated with chaos in the model dynamical system, we may send ourselves into a regime where the evaluation of the parameters q by minimizing the cost function becomes harder and harder.
In addition, when K is large, the dynamics of the model are entrained by the driving K(x 1 ͑t͒ − y 1 ͑t͒) and any model is forced to follow x 1 ͑t͒. The ability to distinguish among models is thus lost.
We require a balance between these unacceptable limits, and to accomplish that, we need a way to choose a value of K that just leads to the largest conditional Lyapunov exponent being negative, yet is not such a large value of K that we lose the ability to see variations in the q. We call this "balanced synchronization," and we now explore two ways to achieve this. Following an exploration of these ideas in the Lorenz system and in a model of the RF Colpitts oscillator, we report on laboratory experiments with analog circuits representing the Lorenz driver and "model" system.
II. BALANCED SYNCHRONIZATION

A. Controlling the largest conditional Lyapunov exponent
For synchronization of the experimental data x 1 ͑t͒ and the model system to be effective in estimating the q, the largest conditional Lyapunov exponent must be negative ͓1͔. Since we are depending on synchronization to drive the model dynamical variables ͓y 1 ͑t͒ , v͑t͔͒ to those taken on by the observed signal ͓x 1 ͑t͒ , u͑t͔͒, if synchronization fails, the foundation of the method would fail ͓5͔.
The conditional Lyapunov exponents are evaluated by perturbing the receiving or model system from the synchronization manifold x͑t͒ = y͑t͒. Linearizing this perturbed dynamics we have for ⌬͑t͒ = y͑t͒ − x͑t͒
where
͑12͒
Recalling that we sample the data and the model at time intervals we may interpret this differential equation as a map between values of the perturbation at "time" n and time n +1:
and I is the unit N ϫ N matrix.
To find all of the conditional Lyapunov exponents, we need to iterate this map and evaluate the eigenvalues of the resulting product of matrices. We, however, do not require all of the conditional Lyapunov exponents, just the largest, and this entails a much easier calculation.
Take an arbitrary unit vector w in the N-dimensional space and multiply it by the iterated "effective" Jacobian
͑15͒
which carries the linearized perturbation at "time" 1 to its value at "time"
This grows as e 2L͑q,K͒ for large L. The quantity
is just ͑q , K͒, the largest conditional Lyapunov exponent. We wish to have ͑q , K͒ slightly negative ͓11͔. This suggests that we replace the least squares cost function with the balanced cost function
where is a small negative number and f͑x 2 ͒ a function which vanishes as x 2 near x = 0. This enforces synchronization by asking that the first term be small, but does not allow K to be so large that ͑q , K͒ is too negative. As an approximation to this cost function for K large, we may estimate the first term as being of order 1 K 2 , as x 1 ͑t͒ − y 1 ͑t , q͒Ϸ 1 K while the second grows as K 2 . If the total cost function is approximated as
with A and B constants, this has a minimum at approximately
. So K remains bounded, and there is a balance between the smallness of the synchronization error and the magnitude of the synchronization coupling strength K.
B. Balancing the magnitude of K: Dynamical coupling
Another idea is to allow the magnitude of the coupling K to vary in a manner which makes it grow when the data and the model are out of synchronization, while it decreases when they have synchronized. For this purpose we look at the following differential equations for y 1 ͑t͒, v͑t͒, and K͑t͒
where a Ͼ 0, g͑0͒ = 0, and for small argument g͑x 2 ͒Ϸx 2 . The solution to the K͑t͒ differential equation
shows that the initial value of K͑t =0͒ is unimportant when ta 0. If g͑x 2 ͒ is bounded by a constant C, K͑t͒ Ͻ C a . This means that the coupling is again balanced, but this time by the requirements of synchronization on the magnitude of g͑x 2 ͒ and the tendency for K to vanish. As time goes by there are intervals when the synchronization is lost and (x͑tЈ͒ − y͑tЈ͒) 2 grows, this leads to a growth in the magnitude of K͑t͒ improving the synchronization. The balance between these two effects, decay of K͑t͒ to zero and growth of K͑t͒ to strengthen synchronization, is the embodiment of balanced synchronization in this method.
For our investigations we explored two different functions of the synchronization error x 1 ͑t͒ − y 1 ͑t͒
In the first K͑t͒ Ͻ 1 a , while for the second the perturbation to K͑t͒ can be quite large.
In this approach to balanced synchronization, we can never have identity synchronization x͑t͒ = y͑t͒, as the driving system ͑the data͒ is N dimensional (x͑t͒) while the model system is ͑N +1͒-dimensional (y͑t͒ , K͑t͒). If the coupling parameter K͑t͒ were constant, identity synchronization would be possible. In our formulation of a criterion as given below for determining the parameters q, we still use the notion of identity synchronization, and this may be approximately correct as the variation of K͑t͒ is bounded. Nonetheless, as we will show below, the determination of parameters in the model using this method works quite well. It is worth asking why the determination of parameters might be so accurate using this K͑t͒ method. Now generalized synchronization between these two dynamical systems is possible ͓15,16͔. To test for this we use the variant of the auxiliary system method as discussed by Tang et al. ͓19͔ . In this approach the signal from the driving system x 1 ͑t͒ is repeatedly presented to the model system y͑t͒ , K͑t͒, Eq. ͑20͒. In each presentation the model system is taken to be in a different state by adjusting either the time at which x 1 ͑t͒ is presented or adjusting the initial conditions of the model system. In effect, the state of the model system is different for each presentation. If we call the model output from presentation n =1,2, ... , ;y ͑n͒ ͑t͒, then after a transient, these outputs from the various realizations of the model should agree: y ͑n͒ ͑t͒ = y ͑nЈ͒ ͑t͒; n nЈ. We now look at these balanced synchronization methods in several examples.
III. EXAMPLES A. The Lorenz model
Our first example is that of the Lorenz system. We have three dynamical equations for the driving oscillator
and three equations for the driven receiver
dy 3 ͑t͒ dt = − by 3 ͑t͒ + y 1 ͑t͒y 2 ͑t͒. ͑24͒
Controlling the largest conditional Lyapunov exponent
We chose conventional values for the parameters and b ͓11͔: = 16.0 and b = 4.0. In the driver oscillator we selected R D = 45.92. As described above, we chose a cost function which balances the least squares deviation of the driver input x 1 ͑t͒ and the output y 1 ͑t͒ against the deviation of the largest CLE ͑K 11 , R͒ from a small negative number = −0.05:
and varied K 11 and R. We plot the value of C͑K 11 , R͒ at its minimum for a given R as we vary K 11 , C min ͑R͒. Then we search over R for a minimum in the two variables R and K 11 .
We selected T = 5000 samples of the driving Lorenz model trajectory and the driven trajectory.
As we see in Fig. 1 there is a clear minimum in C min ͑R͒ at R = R D . In Fig. 2 we plot the cost function C͑K 11 , R͒. In the latter there is again a clear minimum for K 11 Ϸ 9 and at R = R D . This minimum results from the balance in the cost function between the two terms. Were the second term absent, we would see the cost function simply flatten out as K 11 increased. Since ͑K 11 , R͒ grows as K 11 we find the desired balancing of the coupling as discussed above.
Balancing the magnitude of K
In this case we replace the driven system (y 1 ͑t͒ , y 2 ͑t͒ , y 3 ͑t͒) above with
where ␦ 2 ͑t͒ is the squared error (x 1 ͑t͒ − y 1 ͑t͒) 2 if we use just the scalar data. If we reconstruct state space using time delay variables, the scalar data is replaced by the D-dimensional vector x͑t͒ = ͓x 1 ͑t͒ , x 1 ͑t − T͒ , x 1 ͑t −2T͒ , ... ,x 1 (t − ͑D −1͒T)͔ and the reconstructed state space vector of the model y͑t͒ = ͓y 1 ͑t͒ ,
With our choice of time step in solving the Lorenz equations, we select T = 0.1, using the first minimum of average mutual information as a criterion. Using false nearest neighbors we find D =3.
Unbounded forcing function g †␦
We first choose as a forcing in the K͑t͒ equation, g͑z͒ = z 2 , and
with A = a = 0.05. We have evaluated the average squared error
and the "cost" function
for use in determining the parameter R in Eq. ͑24͒.
In Fig. 3 we show the integrated error Eq. ͑28͒ as a function of R when we use only the scalar values x 1 ͑t͒ and y 1 ͑t͒ in our error estimates. In Fig. 4 we show the same quantity when we use reconstructed time delay state space in the error estimate. In Fig. 5 we show the cost function Eq. ͑29͒ when only the scalars x 1 ͑t͒ and y 1 ͑t͒ are used in evaluating the error. In Fig. 6 we use time delay reconstruction of the phase space.
In each case there is a clear minimum at the value R = R D = 45.92. We now choose as a forcing in the K͑t͒ equation, g͑z͒ = 4 tanh͑z 2 ͒, and
with A = a = 0.05. Again we evaluated the integrated error ͓Eq. ͑28͔͒ and the cost function ͓Eq. ͑29͔͒ as a function of R, and the results are essentially the same as for g͑z͒ = z 2 above. We do not show them here.
To illustrate the generalized synchronization operating in the determination of the parameter R, we presented the same driving signal x 1 ͑t͒ to the model system in Eq. ͑26͒ with different initial conditions for ͓y 1 ͑t =0͒ , y 2 ͑t =0͒ , y 3 ͑t =0͒ , K͑t =0͔͒. If the data system x͑t͒ and the model with time-dependent coupling show generalized synchronization, then after a transient, the output y͑t͒ , K͑t͒ should be the same for each presentation. In Fig. 7 we plot y 1 ͑t͒ for three presentations of the same driver data x 1 ͑t͒ when the receiver system ͓y 1 ͑t͒ , y 2 ͑t͒ , y 3 ͑t͒ , K͑t͔͒ begins in three different initial conditions. In Fig. 8 we plot K͑t͒ for three presentations of the same driver data x 1 ͑t͒ when the receiver system (y 1 ͑t͒ , y 2 ͑t͒ , y 3 ͑t͒ , K͑t͒) begins in three different initial conditions. This provides graphic, quantitative evidence for generalized synchronization between the three-dimensional driver system and the four-dimensional receiver system.
B. The Colpitts oscillator
The Colpitts oscillator is an electronic circuit using a bipolar junction transistor as the nonlinear gain element ͓17,18͔. The three dynamical equations for this oscillator are 
Using the following parameter values ␥ D = 0.08, q = 0.6898, and = 6.2723 ͓17͔ we explored a range of values of ␣. For ␣ Ն 3 or so, we found chaotic behavior of the oscillator, and we collected "data" x͑t͒ from solving these equations for ␣ D = 5.0.
Controlling the largest conditional Lyapunov exponent
Using the output of this system we drove another Colpitts oscillator with x 1 ͑t͒ 
…. ͑32͒
We again chose a cost function which balances the least squares deviation of the driver input x 1 ͑t͒ and the output y 1 ͑t͒ against the deviation of the largest CLE ͑K , ␥͒ from a small negative number = −0.05:
͑33͒
and varied K and ␥.
In Fig. 9 we show C͑K , ␥͒. As in the case for the Lorenz system, there is a clear minimum establishing a value for K Ϸ 1 and indicating that ␥ = ␥ D = 0.08.
Balancing the magnitude of K
Using the same time series x 1 ͑t͒, we then solved the following equations: 
FIG. 7. g͑z͒ = tanh͑z
2 ͒ forcing in the K͑t͒ equation. Evidence for generalized synchronization of the three-dimensional Lorenz system (x 1 ͑t͒ , x 2 ͑t͒ , x 3 ͑t͒) with the four-dimensional system (y 1 ͑t͒ , y 2 ͑t͒ , y 3 ͑t͒ , K͑t͒) using the auxiliary system method. This shows the output y 1 ͑t͒ upon presentation of the same input signal x 1 ͑t͒ for three different initial conditions ͑IC͒ for the fourdimensional receiver system. 
FIG. 8. g͑z͒ = tanh͑z
2 ͒ forcing in the K͑t͒ equation. Evidence for generalized synchronization of the three dimensional Lorenz system (x 1 ͑t͒ , x 2 ͑t͒ , x 3 ͑t͒) with the four-dimensional system (y 1 ͑t͒ , y 2 ͑t͒ , y 3 ͑t͒ , K͑t͒) using the auxiliary system method. This shows the output K͑t͒ upon presentation of the same input signal x 1 ͑t͒ for three different initial conditions for the four-dimensional receiver system. FIG. 9. ͑Color online͒ C͑K , ␥͒ using the CLE method, Eq. ͑33͒, for Colpitts oscillator driven by x 1 ͑t͒ data to determine the coupling parameter K and the model parameter ␥.
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dy 3 ͑t͒ dt = "y 2 ͑t͒ + 1 − e −y 1 ͑t͒ …,
with ␦ 2 ͑t͒ = (x 1 ͑t͒ − y 1 ͑t͒) 2 when we use scalar values of the data only and ␦ 2 ͑t͒ = ͉x͑t͒ − y͑t͉͒ 2 when we use time delay reconstructed phase space values from x 1 ͑t͒ and y 1 ͑t͒ for the data and the model respectively. a = 0.03 in our calculations.
Along with the time dependence of K͑t͒ we recorded the following phase space estimation error indicating the quality of the matching of the data and the model output
This metric is bounded above by unity, and when the parameters in the model are varied this should be a minimum when the model parameter ␣ matches that chosen in producing the data x 1 ͑t͒. In Fig. 10 we plot the value of this phase space estimation error as a function of ␣ using scalar data only for ␦ 2 ͑t͒.
In Fig. 11 we show the time series of K͑t͒ when we use time delay reconstructed phase space vectors for error 2 ͑t͒. Note that K͑t͒ does not go to zero but remains bounded and remains much smaller than its upper bound 1 a Ϸ 33.3. In this case we have a phase space error function shown in Fig. 12 which strongly indicates the correct value of the parameter ␣ at ␣ = 5.0.
We asked what constant value of K would produce identity synchronization between the two Colpitts oscillators when only the signal x 1 ͑t͒ was passed from the driver to the receiver. We found that K Ϸ 0.75 is where the largest conditional Lyapunov exponent becomes negative and identity synchronization is well established. Looking again at Fig. 11 we see that the value of K͑t͒ varies around 0.25 not quite reaching unity at times indicating that there is, indeed, a balance between K͑t͒ decreasing towards zero, where synchronization is lost, and K͑t͒ rising due to the loss of synchronization.
We again examined the possibility of generalized synchronization in the case of the Colpitts oscillators coupled with varying K͑t͒. In Fig. 13 we show the output K͑t͒ and in Fig. 14, y 1 ͑t͒ in response to the same x 1 ͑t͒ presented three times to different initial states of Eq. ͑34͒. The transients are not shown.
Using the K͑t͒ method, we examined our ability to determine multiple parameters by evaluating the cost function over a set of values of and ␥ in Fig. 15 we show Cost͑ , ␥͒ resulting from solving the four differential Eqs. ͑34͒ with x 1 ͑t͒. The minimum of this cost function determines both and ␥ accurately. 
IV. NOISE ANALYSIS
We next asked how robust our method was to noise. Here we consider only the effects of transmission noise, that is, noise in the data signal x 1 ͑t͒. Noise n͑t͒ was represented as a normally distributed, zero mean signal added to the data signal. We quantified the amount of noise using the traditional signal-to-noise ratio ͑SNR͒ = 10 log 10
and computed the cost function using the original non-noisy signal. We tested a range of signal to noise ratios and then estimated the SNR threshold at which the cost function no longer had a global minimum at the correct value of the data parameter. This analysis was performed on the Colpitts oscillator using both synchronization methods described above. For the method of controlling the largest CLE, we found the minimum SNR to be roughly 10 dB ͑see Fig. 16͒ . For the method of balancing the magnitude of K, we found the minimum SNR to be roughly 20 dB ͑see Fig. 17͒ . It should be noted, however, that as the noise increases in a time series, the CLEs become increasingly difficult to compute, since the noise effectively increases the dimensionality of the system. Thus, the method of controlling the largest CLE is likely to be less efficient in noise than in the absence of noise.
V. DISCUSSION
Determining unknown model parameters from observed data is one of the critical and traditional steps in developing predictive models ͓7͔. The idea of using synchronization of the data source and the model to establish unknown parameters is not at all a new idea, and in one manner or another has always been used in this context ͓6͔. The "synchronization" in an automated fashion as explored in this paper has not always been the established procedure where "fits good to the eye" or other qualitative methods have been used.
In trying to implement formal synchronization of the experimental system producing the data and a proposed model for use in predicting the future behavior of the system, we encounter a problem that if the coupling of the data into the dynamical equations of the model is too large, the variation of a traditional, least squares cost function suffers from very weak variations in the desired parameters, thus reducing the value of the method for determining those parameters. Also if the coupling is too weak and the system is chaotic, the very instabilities that lead to the chaos interfere with numerically stable parameter determination ͓6͔.
This dilemma has led us to suggest two forms of "balanced synchronization" which we have discussed and ex- 13 . K͑t͒ for the four-dimensional driven Colpitts oscillator ͑the "model"͒ as a response to input x 1 ͑t͒ from a Colpitts "data" stream when the driven system is in three different states arising from three different initial conditions. This, via the auxiliary system method, indicates generalized synchronization between the data and the model. FIG. 14. y 1 ͑t͒ for the four-dimensional driven Colpitts oscillator ͑the "model"͒ as a response to input from a Colpitts "data" stream when the driven system is in three different initial states. This, via the auxiliary system method, indicates generalized synchronization between the data and the model. plored here in three examples. The balance between too large and too small a coupling of the data with the model has been explored by adding to the least square or other comparison of the data input and equivalent model output an additional cost associated with the conditional Lyapunov exponent ͑CLE͒ of the model, conditioned on being driven by the data. If one requires this CLE to be slightly negative, this bounds the value of the coupling while assuring the data and the model remain synchronized. When they are synchronized, the information about the interesting parameters contained in the data is efficiently passed to the model. If they are not synchronized, that does not occur.
The data has also been explored by altering the model system by adding a temporal variation of the coupling between the data and the model. The proposed equation for the coupling then balances the driving of the coupling to zero against the mismatch of the data and model signals. This method works in our examples because the enlarged model system and the data source exhibit generalized synchronization, and information transmission in that setting is also efficient and complete.
We have shown in two examples that the methods work well and exhibit the needed generalized synchronization. We have primarily assumed in this paper that the systems are deterministic, namely, no noise interferes with the information in the data about the parameters we wish to establish. Further we have assumed that the model is correct since our "data" was generated from that model and only numerical parameters need be determined.
We have also explored two cases where the data stream was contaminated by noise of various magnitudes. In these examples, the use of the CLE was shown to present some difficulty. When noise is present, the dimension of the active variables of a dynamical system can become quite large in practice. In such a case determining the largest CLE presents significant challenges. We suspect that while the cost function with a largest CLE addition has theoretical appeal, it may be difficult to implement in practice.
This last observation is underlined by another example we worked out but do not present here. We studied the three dimensional dynamical system associated with a reduced Hodgkin-Huxley model as developed by Fan and Chay ͓21͔. This represents a spiking neuron with relatively long quiet periods between the spikes. The K͑t͒ method was very successful in determining both the maximal conductances and the kinetic parameters in this model given a chaotic data stream from the model itself. However, the use of the largest CLE approach did not succeed because the determination of the CLE when two very distinct time scales were present proved numerically infeasible. There are likely methods to deal with this difficulty, but we have not pursued them further.
In the framework of balanced synchronization there is much further work to be done supported by the success in this first investigation of the idea. At least the following issues need to be explored.
How well does the method work when the data is taken from an experimental system and the model is our best idea of the underlying dynamics? This is a case when the model itself may be wrong and the data may be noisy either from noise impinging on the dynamical evolution of the experiment or entering the use of the instruments in measuring the data values.
What is the general role of noise as it affects both the dynamics of the data source and the instruments measuring the data values?
If the model is "wrong" how do we account for the use of synchronization as a tool? Since all models are wrong in some aspect, this requires exploration both in a general sense and within explicit examples.
When one uses this method to determine many, many parameters can we develop an efficient algorithm for the required search in multidimensional parameter space? If one can do that, then extension of the use of balanced synchronization to networks, biological and physical, is likely possible.
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APPENDIX: ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT REALIZATION OF PARAMETER ESTIMATION IN THE LORENZ SYSTEM
An electrical circuit implementation of the dynamical coupling ͓K͑t͔͒ method of parameter estimation was built to explore this method in a more realistic setting. The experimental setup is as shown in Fig. 18 . The data signal x 1 ͑t͒ is generated from a Lorenz system with fixed parameters ͑ 1 , b 1 , R 1 ͒. The model is a Lorenz system with two parameters ͑ 2 and b 2 ͒ identical to the data system and an adjustable third parameter R 2 . A data acquisition ͑NI-DAQ͒ card connected to a PC running LABVIEW software acquires x 1 ͑t͒, x 2 ͑t͒, and K͑t͒ at a rate of 50 kHz. The PC is able to control the value of R 2 by turning a stepper motor that is connected to a 10-turn potentiometer. A typical parameter scan consists setting R 2 , taking 2 s of data, computing the value of the cost function and repeating over the available range of R 2 ͑in particular, 23.5Յ R 2 Յ 50.6͒.
The basic design of the Lorenz portion of the electrical circuit is adapted from Cuomo ͓20͔. In order to keep voltages in the range of the available power supplies, all state variables are scaled by a factor of 20. Time is scaled by a factor of 1000. With these scalings, the Lorenz system that needs to be realized in the electrical circuit is the following: When taking data, the potentiometer in the data system is set manually to a fixed desired value, the potentiometer in the receiver system is set by the PC with the use of a stepper motor. The values of the parameter R may be calculated from the potentiometer values using the following equation:
The potentiometers are both 10-turn 100 k⍀. Parameter scans use the range 20 k⍀ՅR pot Յ 80 k⍀ which translates to the parameter range 23.5Յ R 2 Յ 50.6 mentioned above. The equations describing the dynamics of the above electrical circuit are the following: Note that in this appendix the receiver system has dynamical variables with subscript 2, so the coupling in the "model" is 10K͑x 1 − x 2 ͒. Figure 20 shows a section of the time series of x 1 ͑t͒, x 2 ͑t͒, and K͑t͒ as measured by the PC. The Lorenz systems are creating the expected time series wave forms for x 1 ͑t͒ and x 2 ͑t͒ and these wave forms are for the most part synchronized. The K͑t͒ wave form is tending to decay toward zero with growth dependent on the spiking in the error signal (x 1 ͑t͒ − x 2 ͑t͒) 2 . After acquiring 2 s of data sampled at 50 kHz, N = 100 000 samples, the computer calculates the associated cost function based on the following formula: The convergence of this cost function is verified in Fig. 21 at four positions in the parameter scan ͑R pot,2 = 30, 40, 50, 60 k⍀͒ with R pot,1 =50 k⍀. In each case the cost function converges to a steady value within the fist second of the 2 s sample window. The steady value of this cost function is automatically recorded over the range of R 2 producing the parameter scan plots shown in Fig. 22 .
In the case shown in Fig. 22 , three different values of the data system parameter R 1 were used. In each case there is clearly a minimum in the cost function in the neighborhood of R 2 = R 1 . There are many sources of noise in this lab setup and it is not surprising that the minimum in the cost function is broader and shallower than the theoretical ͑noiseless͒ result-see Fig. 23 . Also, since the components used are of low tolerance, it is very likely that the system parameters that are assumed to be identical between the data system and the model ͑ ,b͒ are in fact not the same. Also, the value of R depends on several other components in addition to the potentiometer, so that equal settings on the potentiometers does not necessarily imply R 2 = R 1 . Still, even with these imperfections, this experiment demonstrates that the dynamical coupling method ͓K͑t͔͒ does a good job of identifying a small neighborhood in which the presumably unknown parameter lies.
